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Abstract— Numerical methodologies have presented an inex-
pensive solution of laminar and turbulent flows capable of pre-
dicting a wide range of mechanical devices in science and engi-
neering. Computational tools have been employed in recent 
years to analyze the conservation equations behavior used 
to describe the interaction between turbulent and laminar 
flows used to transfer the energy needed to perform a complex 
mechanical system. Due to the above, this paper purpose the 
application of the numerical method linked to mathematical 
algorithms capable of generating an approximated solution of 
the partial differential equations system which determines 
pressure, and velocity values related to the centrifugal pump 
performance under low Re conditions in a virtual environment 
through OpenFOAM software, and Salome 8.3.0. An inde-
pendence mesh analysis was computed to study the computa-
tional effort required to establish an approximated turbulence 
phenomena description performed by the centrifugal pump 
into the virtual environment supported by MRFSimpleFoam 
solver.
Keywords—CFD; turbulence models; mesh independence 
study; OpenFOAM; centrifugal pump

Resumen— Las metodologías numéricas han presentado una 
solución económica de flujos laminares y turbulentos capaz 
de predecir una amplia gama de dispositivos mecánicos en la 
ciencia y la ingeniería. En los últimos años se han empleado 
herramientas computacionales para analizar el comporta-
miento de las ecuaciones de conservación utilizadas para des-
cribir la interacción entre los flujos turbulentos y laminares 
utilizados para transferir la energía necesaria para operar un 
sistema mecánico complejo. Debido a lo anterior, este trabajo 
propone la aplicación del método numérico vinculado a algo-
ritmos matemáticos capaces de generar una solución aproxi-
mada del sistema de ecuaciones diferenciales parciales que 
determina los valores de presión y velocidad relacionados con 
el rendimiento de la bomba centrífuga en condiciones de baja 
Re a través del software OpenFOAM y Salome 8.3.0. Se cal-
culó un análisis de independencia de malla para estudiar el 
esfuerzo computacional requerido y así establecer una descrip-
ción aproximada de los fenómenos de turbulencia producidos 
por la bomba centrífuga en el entorno virtual que soporta el 
solver MRFSimpleFoam.
Palabras clave— CFD; modelos de turbulencia; estudio de 
independencia de malla; OpenFOAM; bomba centrífuga
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I. IntroductIon

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has developed in the last years a wide range of solutions related to the 
numerical analysis of laminar, and turbulent flows in order to promote quick, and inexpensive methodologies 
applied to visualize, analyze, and predict the physical behavior of hydraulic pumps under determined conditions. 
Centrifugal pumps have defined as the main devices used to transport feedwater in nuclear power plants. CFD 
techniques were applied by Carpuso et al. [1] to generate a numerical design, and optimize the novel impeller 
based on the solution of the complex differential equation system used to model a turbulent flow [2]-[4]. In this 
sense, a multi-objective optimization was proposed based on the numerical validation of the simulated data 
against the experimental model generated by means of the experimental measurements [5]-[8]. 

These numerical studies may be applied to analyze the noise induced by the number of blades that perform the 
rotor-stator zone in a centrifugal pump. yu-quin and Ze-wen [9] developed an unsteady simulation in order to 
analyze the turbulent flow into the centrifugal pump by means of the simple variable principle. A set of different 
blades was proposed to simulate the transport phenomena under different conditions. this numerical simula-
tion was validated through the noise test platform to compare the level of noise produced under different work-
ing conditions. Zhang, Jiang, gao & liu [10] proposed a CFD analysis of unsteady flow structures and pressure 
pulsations under non-working conditions. in this sense, a Delayed Detached eddy Simulation (DDeS) approach 
was proposed to simulate a centrifugal pump in a virtual environment. these numerical results have shown an 
unsteady evolution of the stall structure, and pressure spectrum at a stall frequency of 0.25fo.

On the other hand, yousefi, noorollahi, tahani, Fahimi & Saremian [11] developed a numerical simulation of 
viscous flows for various industries in order to improve oil pump performance. in this way, a three-dimensional 
model was proposed to analyze a turbulent two-phase flow confirmed by water and oil. the main effects of geo-
metrical parameters were computed through the Finite Volume Method (FVM) to discretize and solve the set of 
the partial differential equations which govern the turbulent flow close to the complex zones of the centrifugal 
pump. in this sense, wang, luo, li, Xia & liu [12] improved the marine centrifugal pump performance based on 
the maximum weighted average efficiency and the minimum vibration intensity. the numerical results shown 
low amplitudes of pressure fluctuation values at different monitoring points of the centrifugal pump numerically 
studied.

the computing of two-phase flows in a virtual environment may be possible through the differential equations 
solution, which describes gas and liquid distributions into the centrifugal pump. ge, He, Huang, Zuo & luo [13] 
performed a numerical simulation based on the CFD-PBM method to compute gas and liquid distributions pro-
duced into the centrifugal pump. Simulation results were validated with experimental measurements to estab-
lish the better eulerian-eulerian model approximation to the real behavior of the two-phase flow. numerical 
results have shown an increase of bubbles with a large diameter related to the increase of the inlet gas volume 
fraction. Deng, li, guan, Chen & liu [14] proposed a numerical study on cavitation phenomena in a centrifugal 
pump by means of the Zwart-gerber-Belamri Model applied in the turbulent flow simulation. the flow viscosity 
effects and surface tension on bubbles’ expansion and compression were considered as a function of pressure and 
density. the vapor volume fraction was analyzed and predicted under different working conditions to compare 
diesel and water flows. in this sense, the pressure distribution in Diesel flow was more homogeneous than the 
pressure distribution in water flow, and these numerical results may be applied to perform the centrifugal pump 
conditions in a virtual environment.

Considering the above state of the art, the paper’s content is described as follows: CFD methodology is described 
in section ii. the numerical results of the RAnS k-e turbulence model are presented in section iii. the main 
conclusions are given in section iV.

II. cFd Methodology

A. Experimental model

An experimental model was defined in this research to define the main relationship between the pump response 
until different physical conditions [15]-[18]. the pump features were taking into account the main factor which 
influences the head pressure and mass flow rate needed to overcome the main restrictions of the system. in this 
sense, the mass flow rate restriction at the pump discharge and the atmospheric pressure were computed in the 
computational domain to relate numerical data computed in a virtual environment with the experimental mea-
surements of the flow under real working conditions. Fig. 1 shows the main features of the experimental test 
bench performed in this research. 
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Fig. 1. Dwt Decomposition model.
. Source: Authors.

the experimental test bench was developed, taking into account the CFD analysis of centrifugal pumps previ-
ously studied. therefore, an experimental model was developed through the mean values of the mass flow pres-
sure and inlet velocity captured with the measuring instruments with a 95 percent probability supported by 
iSO 2858:1975. pressure values of the flow into the test bench were measured with Cpg500 digital manometer 
with a range of -1 to 16 bar, and the measurement accuracy of 0.25%.

the pressure and velocity values of the test bench were employed to define the numerical model employed to 
solve the dependent variables of the partial differential equation system by means of the boundary conditions 
of the model. Five main points of pressure and flow rate were employed to analyze the mass flow and pressure 
values generated by the test bench by the centrifugal pump. A good agreement between the numerical and 
experimental models was defined with a low error rate close to the 2%. the main centrifugal pump features 
were appreciated in Table I.

table I.
experIMental values oF centrIFugal puMp.

Parameter value Units
Number of blades 5 -
Blade angle 25 Degree
Flow rate 32 m3/s
Dynamic head pressure 125 m.c.a
Suction head pressure 5 m.c.a
Discharge diameter pump 6 In
Suction diameter pump 6 in
Centrifugal pump power 1.20 kw

. Source: Authors.

B. RANS k-e turbulence model

numerical methods are generally applied to analyze the laminar or turbulent flow generated by centrifugal 
pumps. In this sense, a numerical analysis may be thoroughly developed in complex zones of the industrial cen-
trifugal pump in order to analyze the main features used to perform a centrifugal pump in a virtual environment. 
Computational Fluid Dynamics offers advanced techniques applied in the solution of transported flows by means 
of the solution of turbulence models used to complement an approximated solution of the Navier – Stokes equa-
tions. A set of partial differential equations may be defined and studied in a CFD code capable of approximating 
the mass, conservation, and energy equations to the flow behavior into the centrifugal pump. these equations 
are described as follows (1)(2)(3).
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RAnS k-e turbulence models are characterized by the steady and unsteady solution of the differential equa-
tion system supported by the main turbulence variables, like the turbulent kinetic energy (k), and dissipation 
rate (e). therefore, the main parameters used to define the hydraulic pump behavior may be described in the 
function of the turbulence phenomena described in (4) and (5).

Turbulent viscosity effects may be model into the virtual environment by means of the approximated solution 
of (6). in this way, the numerical model may capture the main effects of the turbulent flow, which influences the 
head pressure simulated in the virtual environment.

this numerical simulation was improved through the numerical computing of two equations capable of model-
ing the velocity gradients of the turbulent flow into the virtual environment. therefore, the rotor-stator interac-
tion zone was influenced by (7) and (8), as follows:

Constant values of this numerical model were computed by means of the Re-normalization group techniques 
with the statistical approximation of the constant values in this numerical model. even though the above approach 
improves the accuracy of this numerical simulation, a mesh independency study was developed to improve the 
set of the limited nodes, and cell employed to model the computational domain into the virtual environment and 
discretize the set of the partial differential equations during the convergence of the numerical data.

III. nuMerIcal results

The numerical prediction of the main results involves the solution of the partial differential equations computed 
in a CFD code with OpenFOAM software. this numerical approach was supported by means of powerful tech-
niques used in the analysis of mechanical components coupled to energy transfer systems. The computational 
resource implemented was a pC with an intel i7 p4-2.9 gHz and 16 gB of RAM memory. the solution of the 
partial differential equations influenced the inexpensive and quick description of the main effects which define 
the centrifugal pump performance under low Re conditions taking into account the turbulent transport phenom-
ena defined in function of the turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation rate parameters which may be used to 
describe the functionality of the centrifugal pump in a virtual environment. In this sense, the limited set of cells 
and nodes computed to simulate the centrifugal pump was performed through a mesh independence analysis in 
order to define the optimal computational resources needed to generate a high approximation of the turbulent 
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flow into the centrifugal pump with a low Re simulated under different physical conditions. the mesh determined 
with computational tools is shown in Fig. 2, and the main parameters which perform the mesh (skew, orthogonal 
quality, and aspect ratio) are presented in Table II. A good agreement between the numerical data was defined 
with a good convergence criterion for 1.52 × 106 nodes to discretize the control volume of this numerical model 
(these results are present in Fig. 3).

table II.
Mesh qualIty oF the nuMerIcal Model.

Parameter value Quality
Skew 0.813 Acceptable
Orthogonal quality 1.445 Acceptable
Aspect Ratio 5.264 Acceptable

. Source: Authors.

Fig. 2. Mesh density of computational domain.
Source: Authors.

Fig. 3. Mesh independence study.
. Source: Authors.

In this sense, the numerical data obtained in the function of the boundary conditions and the numerical solu-
tion of the partial differential equations were compared with the experimental measurements of the test bench 
described in Fig. 1. A good agreement was reached between the experimental model and numerical data (this 
approach is presented in Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Mesh density of computational domain.
. Source: Authors.

On the other hand, the approximated solution of the partial differential equations with the main parameters 
of the mesh previously defined was employed to establish the velocity, pressure, and turbulent energy contours 
of the turbulent flow transported into the centrifugal pump in a virtual environment (as shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 
6, and Fig. 7).

Fig. 5. Flow velocity simulated with RngKepsilon model.
. Source: Authors.

Fig. 6. Flow pressure simulated with RngKepsilon model.
. Source: Authors.
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this approach shows the energy transferred in the form of pressure in the mass flow transported to the 
hydraulic system in order to overcome the pressure restrictions of the system (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. turbulent kinetic energy described with OpenFOAM.
. Source: Authors.

A numerical description of the turbulence phenomena was computed with OpenFOAM software considering 
centrifugal forces, and the blades interaction with the turbulent flow displaced into the simulated centrifugal 
pump. therefore, statistical values of the turbulent flow at the centrifugal pump outlet may be analyzed in 
function of the mass flow values, and the impeller angular velocity (as shown in the Fig. 8). this way shows the 
turbulent kinetic energy described with the energy transferred in form of pressure and their relation with the 
impeller angular velocity of the centrifugal pump, a higher value of 3800m2/s2 was computed in this numerical 
study using a turbulence model with OpenFOAM software.

Fig. 8. Turbulent kinetic energy of centrifugal pump.
. Source: Authors.

Iv. conclusIons

A numerical model was developed in this research to simulate the physical values which describe the centrifugal 
pump performance in a virtual environment. intel i7 p4-2.9 gHz and 16 gB of RAM memory were computa-
tional resources needed to simulate the centrifugal pump performance in a virtual environment. An indepen-
dence mesh study was developed to minimize computational efforts, 1.5 × 106 nodes were defined to solve the 
set of the partial differential equations in a virtual environment considering the quality of the mesh developed 
with Salome 8.3.0 software in the function of 0.813 skews, 1.445 orthogonal quality, and 5.264 aspect ratio.
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in this way, a low error rate was reached between the experimental and numerical data. these results have 
shown the high level of the approximation reached with powerful computational tools used to solve a numerical 
model with OpenFOAM software. For 2000 rpm, the maximum values of pressure and velocity were 154kpa, 
and 78 m/s, respectively. these numerical values were associated with the kinetic energy generation with a 
maximum value of 3.3 × 106 m2/s2.

this numerical analysis has shown a high response in the solution of the partial differential equations 
employed to simulate a turbulent flow in a virtual environment and relate this solution with the complex cen-
trifugal pump geometry by means of the Finite Volume Method (FVM). For numerical purposes, 0.009 turbu-
lent constant value maintained a good relation between the kinetic energy, dissipation rate, and physical values 
determined in the numerical model. A good convergence behavior was reached with 1 × 10-5 residuals for the 
CFD code solution.
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